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ABSTRACT

This report basically discusses the research done and basic understanding of the
chosen topic, which is Thermodynamic Modeling for Protein Extraction inAqueous
Polymer System. The objective ofthe project is to study on extending the application
of polymer thermodynamic model, namely Flory-Huggins Theory [1,2], to capture
and predict the partitioning behaviour ofa sample of different types of proteins in an

Aqueous Two-Phase Extraction System (ATPES). ATPES isa liquid-liquid extraction

technique that can be applied as a protein separation method. At equilibrium, these
systems form water-rich two liquid phases which a target protein selectively partitions
into one of the phases according to its ATPES' characteristics. The protein
partitioning behavior can be captured using the above mentioned thermodynamic

model. Examples of two-phase systems are either two polymers (e.g., PEG/dextran)
or one polymer in high-salt concentration (e.g., PEG/salt). The scope for this project
will be the protein extraction in aqueous polymer system. To observe the efficiency of
ATPES to extract certain types ofproteins, a modeling approach by Ahmad [3] based

on MATLAB will be used. Using MATLAB software as a helping hand, equilibrium
compositions and the partition coefficient of a target protein in the system can be

computed. The model will be used toanalyze the variations inthe partitioning trends
and patterns for different types ofproteins. The results will be the partitioning of the
respective target proteins, either to the top or to the bottom phase in the ATPES,

producing partitioning coefficient ofgreater or less than the value of1respectively. In
this report, the equilibrium compositions and the partition coefficient of human

hemoglobin and lysozyme from chicken egg white in water - PEG 8000 - Dextran 75

system are calculated using the modeling approach by Ahmad [3]. The resultobtained is

then compared to empirical data [30].
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY

Likeotherbiological macromolecules suchas nucleic acids and polysaccharides, proteins

are essential parts of organisms andtakepartin everyprocesswithincells. Many proteins

are enzymes, vital to metabolism and catalyze biochemical reactions. Proteins have

structural or mechanical functions, such as myosin and actin in muscle andtheproteins in

the cytoskeleton, which form a system of scaffolding that maintains cell shape. Other

proteins are important in cell signaling, immune responses, cell adhesion, and the cell

cycle. Proteins are also necessary in animals' diets, since animals cannot synthesize all

the amino acids they need and must obtain essential amino acids from food. Through the

process of digestion, animals break down ingested protein into free amino acids that are

then used in metabolism [4].

The production of proteins using a selected host with the necessary posttranslational

modifications is one of the key successes in modern biotechnology. This methodology

allows the industrial production of proteins that otherwise produced in small quantities.

However, the majorproduction costs (50-90%) for a typical biological product resides in

the purification strategy [4]. There is a need for efficient, effective and economic large

scale bioseparation techniques to achieve high purity and high recovery of the target
protein while maintaining the biological activity of the molecule [5].

Chromatography is one of the common methods which can be used in protein

separation!!!], It involves passing a mixture dissolved in a "mobile phase" through a

stationary phase, which separates the analyte to be measured from other molecules in the

mixture and allows it to be isolated. Example of chromatography is affinity

chromatography. It is based on selective non-covalent interaction between an analyte and

specific molecules, It is very specific, butnot very robust. It is often used in biochemistry

in the purification of proteins. There are many types chromatography but all these



methods require very high maintenance for the column and rapid turn-over of packaging

material.

Besides that, ultrafiltration technique is also used to purify proteins. Ultrafiltration (UP)

is a variety ofmembrane filtration in which hydrostatic pressure forces a liquid againsta

semi permeable membrane. Suspended solids and solutes of high molecular weight are

retained, while water and low molecular weight solutes pass throughthe membrane. This

separation process is used in industry and research for purifying and concentrating

maeromolecular (103 - 106 Da) solutions^ especially protein solutions.

This research relates to liquid two-phase extraction systems, particularly, to systems for

separating proteins using a two-phase protein extraction system. Several low cost two-

phase systems are known which can handle protein separations on a large scale. These

systems use polyethylene glycol (PEG) as the upper phase-forming polymer and dextran

[6], a concentrated salt solution [7] as the lower phase-forming polymer.

The use of aqueous two-phase systems for the purificationof proteins is a very powerful

technique for the primary downstream processing steps [5]. Aqueous two-phase systems

have some advantages in comparison with other commonly used separation and

purification techniques.

The main advantageshave been summarized by Albertsson(1986) and are givenbelow:

1. Both phases of the system are of aqueous nature, which has high water content

(70-85%, w/w), hence provide a suitable environment for the preservation of

biological activity.

2. High biocompatibility and low interfacial tension of about 400-fold less than that

between water and an immiscible organic solvent allowing small droplet size,

large interfacial areas, efficient mixing under very gentle stirring and rapid

partition, whichfacilitates the migration ofbiomolecules through the interface [8].

3. Rapid mass transfer and mixinguntil equilibrium requires little energy input.

4. Low probability ofdenaturation and degradation.



5. Technique facilitates the processing of solid containing streams.

6. Polymers stabilize the proteins.

7. Good resolution and high separation yield. Separation may be achieved in a few

minutes, minimizing the harmful action ofendogenous proteases^

8. Separation can be made selective.

9. Scale-up from small laboratory experiments is easyand reliable [9].

10. Relatively high capacity.

11. Continuous operation is possible.

12. Technique is cost effective due to low material cost.

13.Possibility of polymerand salt recycling [15].

For these reasons, aqueous two-phase systems have been widely studied on a laboratory

scale for the partitioning ofmany biomolecules.

Aqueous Two Phase System (ATPES)

Many water soluble polymers are incompatible with each other, or with the salt solutions

that are high in ionic strength. Thus, if one of such polymer is mixed with another

polymer or with a salt solution, aqueous two phase system is formed. Such partitioning

systems are employable to separate proteins, fromcell debris or to other impurities.

/
A-

Cell homogenate +
Polyethylene glycol
(PEG) + Dextran

I

PEG phase containing
soluble constituents of

the homogenate

-less polar, less dense

Dextran phase containing
cellular debris

-more polar, more dense

Figure 1: Aqueous two phase polymer system



From Figure 1, the utilization of Polyethylene Glycol (PEG) and Dextran (Dx) results in

the cell debris partitioning to the lower, more polar and more dense phase, while the

soluble desired proteins tends to partition to the top, less polar, and less dense phase.

This is similar for a polymer-salt system, where the soluble desired proteins with partition

into one of the phases. Nonetheless, the focus of this whole study would be on ATPES in

comparative analysis for different types ofproteins.

In general, aqueous solutions, being polar, are immiscible with non-polar organic

solvents (chloroform, toluene, hexane, etc) and form a two-phase system. However, in an

ATPES, both immiscible polymers are water-based.

ATPES differs from the traditional liquid-liquid extraction system as it is not performed

in the pre-existing immiscible organic and aqueous phases, but two-water soluble and at

the same time mutually incompatible materials. Example of a typical ATPES which

comprises of two-polymers in aqueous solution is a water - Polyethylene Glycol (PEG) -

Dextran (Dx) system as shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Major Components in Water - PEG 6000 - Dx 500 ATPES [3]

Svstem Watcr-PEG-Dex

Temperature 20°C

Overall Composition (volume fraction) 86 voI% water, 6 voI% PEG, 8 vol% Dx

The formation of the distinct phases is affected by the pH, temperature and ionic strength

of the two polymers, and separation occurs when the amount of a polymer present

exceeds a certain limiting concentration.
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Polymer 2 of Salt

Figure 2: Phase Diagram ofan ATPES

Figure 2 showsa phasediagram of a polymer-polymer system. At low concentrations, the

mixtures form a single phase, but separation into two incompatible phases will take place

at higher concentrations. For instance, in the case of a mixture at composition A, the

separation of the two-phase region will result in two different phaseswhichcompositions

are given by points B and C of the tie line passing through A. The ratio of the line

segments AB and AC can be utilized in calculating the relative volumes of these two

phases.

As the protein partition between the two aqueous phases, this characteristic can be

represented by partition coefficient, K, which is the ratio of concentrations of the target

molecule (protein) in the top PEG-rich phase and bottom dextran-rich phases, Ct/Cb.

K (i)

where Q and Cb represent the concentrations in the top and bottom phases respectively.

The K-value for each solute was determined as the slope of the concentration in the upper

phase plotted as a function of the concentration in the bottom phase. If value of K is

greater than 1, the targetprotein is concentrated in the top phase, and on the otherhand, if

the value of K is less than 1, the target protein partitioned into the bottom phase. The

yield and efficiency of the separation is determined by the relative amounts of material in



the two phases and therefore depends on the volume ratio (Vt/Vb). The partition

coefficient is exponentially related to the surface area, molecular weight and surface

charge of the particles in addition to the difference in the electrical potential and

hydrophobicity of the phases. Proteins and larger particles are normally partitioned into

one phase whereas smaller molecules are distributed more evenly between phases.

Typical partition coefficients for proteins are 0.01-100 whereas the partition coefficients

for cells and cell debris are effectively zero [10].

Both the phase separation and protein partitioning behaviour are based on the equilibrium

behavior of the whole system. This liquid-liquid equilibrium behaviour can be captured

and predicted using the thermodynamic models. Different thermodynamic model has its

own advantages and disadvantages.

There are several models for liquid-liquid equilibrium behaviour prediction. Some, such

as Non-Random Two-Liquid (NRTL) Model, use the local composition concept; and

others, such as UNIQUAC, have a more theoretical basis; and finally, UNIFAC use the

group contribution method.

Non-Random Two-Liquid (NRTL) Model

The NRTL model is based on the local composition, and it is applicable to partially

miscible systems. The concept is based on the hypothesis that the local concentration

around a molecule will be different from the bulk concentration when there is a

difference between the interaction energy of the central molecule with the molecules of

its own kind and that with the molecules of the other kind. This difference introduces a

non-randomness at the molecular level [27].

The NRTL model is an activity coefficient model that correlates the activity coefficients

with the composition of a mixture of chemical compounds, expressed by mole fractions.

Mole fractions have been traditionally used in this model, but they are not suitable for

polymeric systems because the mole fraction of a polymer, due its large molecular mass,

is an extremely small quantity.



Instead, mass fraction can be used for calculation of the activity coefficient of a solvent in

polymeric solutions with the UNIQUAC and the UNIFAC methods.

Universal Quasi-Chemical (UNIQUAC) Model

UNIQUAC model is an activity coefficient model in which the activity coefficients of the

components in a chemical mixture can be related through their molar fraction. The model

is a lattice model and this one has been be derived from a first order approximation of

interacting molecule surfaces in statistical thermodynamics.

Although UNIQUAC is mathematically more complex than NRTL it has following

advantages [23, 24]:

1. It contains only two adjustable parameters instead ofthree parameters in NRTL.

2. The parameters are less dependent on temperature.

3. UNIQUAC is applicable to solutions containing small as well as large molecules.

However, UNIQUAC requires two basic underlying parameters that make the calculation

of activity coefficient tedious and slow, which are:

1. Relative surface and volume fractions are chemical constants, which must be

known for all chemicals.

2. An empirical parameter between components that describes the intermolecular

behaviour. This parameter must be known for all binary pairs in the mixture, and

the number rapidly increases with additional chemical components. The empirical

parameters are derived from experimental activity coefficients, or from phase

diagrams, from which the activity coefficients themselves can be calculated

[2,24].

An alternative is to obtain activity coefficients with a method such as UNIFAC, and the

UNIFAC parameters can then be simplified by fitting to obtain the UNIQUAC

parameters [23, 24]. This method allows for the more rapid calculation of activity

coefficients, rather than direct usage of the more complex method.
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UNIversal Functional Activity Coefficient (UNIFAC) Model

UNIFAC Model is a semi-empirical systemfor the prediction of non-electrolyte activity

estimation in non-ideal mixtures [26]. It has several advantages over other NRTL and

UNIQUAC model, which are:

1. Size and binary interaction parameters are available for wide range of types of

functional groups.

2. An open system, and more functional groups and more parameters can be used.

3. Shortening the measurement time of liquid-liquid equilibrium behaviour in

multiphase system.

UNIFAC uses the functional groups present on the molecules that make up the liquid

mixture to calculate activity coefficients. By utilising interactions for each of the

functional groups present on the molecules, as well as some binary interaction

coefficients, the activity of each of the solutions can be calculated. Besides that, by using

UNIFAC, it is gives more flexibility to vary liquid phases compositions [26].

FJory-Huggins Theory

Flory-Huggins theory is a mathematical model of the thermodynamics of polymer

solutions whichtakes account of the greatdissimilarity in molecular sizes in adapting the

usual expression for the entropy of mixing. The result is an equation for the Gibbs free

energy change AGm for mixing a polymer with a solvent. Although it makes simplifying

assumptions, it generates useful results for interpreting experiments.

Aqueous two phase systems are of considerable value to biotechnology. ATPES would

therefore be the ideal answer to protein purification as the aqueous nature in ATPES

offers the ideal solubility solution for proteins. Overall, ATPES are particularly useful as

the two phases can be constituted to span for the relatively small, yet sensitivedifferences

in desired protein.



1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Aqueous Two-phase Extraction System (ATPES) is basically a liquid-liquid extraction

technique that can be appliedas a protein separation method. When the system achieves

equilibrium, water-rich two liquid phases will be formed and the target protein will

selectively partitions into either phases based on the behavior of its own and that of the

ATPES [3]. All these results could be achieved via full-scale laboratory work in the

laboratory. However, if a particular protein separation were to be performed manually in

a laboratory scale, it is exhaustive to explore for many possible combination of polymers

to find the suitable ATPES. Different proteins partition differently in different ATPES.

Moreover, the materials to extract a target protein which are pharmaceutical grade

polymers/salt and proteins required are expensive, and the whole process itself being

extremely time consuming.

Being both a cost-effective and faster alternative, modeling is a good way to represent

and predict system behaviour and performance. Systematic computational approach is

needed to model the LLE behavior and to predict partitioning behavior. The protein

partitioning behavior can be captured using a thermodynamic model for polymer systems,

namely Flory-Huggins Theory [1,2].

The advantages of Flory-Huggins Theory are [13]:

1. It is simple with only a limited number of parameters required.

2. It provides good mathematical insights into the phase formation phenomena.

3. It enables qualitative prediction or correlation for measured phase compositions,

and partitioning behaviors.

This study focuses on extending the application [3] of a polymer thermodynamic

approach by Ahmad [3], which is based on Flory-Huggins Theory [1,2], to capture and

predict the LLE behaviour of the ATPES and protein partitioning in ATPES. At the same

time, the applicability of the approach by Ahmad [3] is tested using the empirical data

reported by Pedro et al [30].



1.3 OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF STUDY

This study focuses on extending the modeling approach proposed by Ahmad [3] based on

a polymer thermodynamic model, namely Flory-Huggins Theory [1,2], to capture and

predict the partitioning behavior of a sample of different types ofproteins in an ATPES.

The scope ofthis project is:

1. Familiarize with the concepts and theories behind the Aqueous Two-phase

Extraction System (ATPES) as a liquid-liquid extraction technique.

2. Master MATLAB applications.

3. Study all the thermodynamics concepts incorporated in the modeling approach on

ATPES by Ahmad [3] using MATLAB.

4. To perform literature research on suitable polymer system and application of

study.

5. To calculate LLE data using modeling approach of different ATPES for different

polymer combinations.

6. To present complete analysis on the trend or effect of different polymers on the

LLE behavior.

The total time period allocated for this Final Year Project (FYP) would be as shown in

Table 2 below.

Table 2: Final Year Project Time Frame

Semester Duration Total Credit Hour

My 2008 14 weeks

January 2009 14 weeks

10



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 ATPES as a Protein Extraction Technique

Liquid-liquid extraction utilizing aqueous two-phase systems are formed spontaneously

upon mixing two aqueous solutions of structurally different polymers, above a certain

critical concentration [8]. This phenomenon was first observed by Beijernick, in 1896,

where in this case two phases were formed when agar was mixed with soluble starch or

gelatin. However it was not until 1956 that the potential use of these systems as an

important separation technique in biotechnology was realized [11]. When two water-

soluble polymers or a polymer and a strong electrolyte were dissolved in water, a two-

phase system is formed. The work of Albertsson in the mid 1950s established that

biological solutes added to theses systems tend to partition unevenly between the phases.

Since then, many two phase aqueous systems have been found; the most thoroughly

investigated being the aqueous dextran-polyethylene glycol system (e.g. 10%

polyethylene glycol 4000/2% dextran T500), where dextran forms the more hydrophilic,

denser, lower phase and polyethylene glycol the more hydrophobic, less dense, upper

phase.

In recent years, the separation of proteins and other biomolecules were studies by many

researchers [12]. Since then, aqueous two-phase extraction has been successfully used for

the purification of biomolecules, such as proteins, nucleic acids and peptides, as well as

for the fractionation of biological membranes, cell organelles and cells [8]. For instance,

Yang et al. investigated Cephalosporin C partitioning in ATPS [13]. Marcos et al. worked

on the purification of Penicillin acylase by these systems [14]. According to the results of

these investigations, extraction by aqueous two phase system is a powerful technique and

allows the integration of clarification, separation, concentration, and purification of

biomolecules and pharmaceutical products [15, 16].
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Aqueous Two-Phase Extraction System (ATPES) is a liquid-liquid extraction technique

that can be applied as a protein separation method. At equilibrium, these systems form

water-rich two liquid phases which a target protein selectively partitions into one of the

phases according to its and the ATPES' characteristics. Since both bulk phases consist

mainly of water (usually more than 85% w/w in water), have similar densities and low

interfacial tensions [8], and most polymers have a stabilising effect on the protein tertiary

structure [17], these systems form a gentle and mild environment for proteins.

Furthermore, this process is cost-effective and its scale-up is very easy and reliable [18].

ATPES represents wholly aqueous systems that are safe, nontoxic, and nonflammable,

and thus, they represent relatively environmentally benign extraction media. Such

systems could be employed as alternatives to traditional aqueous-organic systems for the

separation of, inter alia, small organic molecules. Liquid-liquid extraction of ALPS is

considered to be environmentally friendly due to no use of traditional volatile organic

solvents (VOCs) in the whole process and therefore has already been used to separate and

purify various biological products from the complex mixtures in which they are

produced.

2.2 Modeling of LLE Behaviour in ATPES

When a system reaches equilibrium, the energy content is at the lowest possible state.

This applies to an ATPES, where the equilibrium state attained would enable it to

partition into two distinguishable phases, namely the top and the bottom phase, with

respective components in each phase achieving the following:

1.Minimize in the difference ofGibbs energy ofmixing (min AGtwo~phase) [3, 32]

2. Equal chemical potentials (g^TAi = jC^^f-where i = 1,2,3 n)

3. Equal fogacity tfZvTenti = fZZgZgT.^ere I= 1,2,3 n)

12



A suitable modeling approach has to be adopted to calculate the composition of each

component in each phase at equilibrium. Flory-Huggins theory is able to capture and

calculate for the minimization of the Gibbs energy of mixing level of the components at

equilibrium in the ATPES. This modeling approach, based on Gibbs free energy is

chosen because:

1. It is simple with only a few parameters required.

2. It provides good mathematical insights into the phase formation phenomena.

3. It enables qualitative prediction or correlation for measured phase compositions,

and partitioning behaviors.

A non-linearprogramming (NLP)formulation in minimizing the Gibbs energy of mixing
two-phase one-phase

difference (AG - AG ) is developed by Ahmad [3].

The total Gibbs energy of mixing for system k, AG^ix or AG is given by the product

Nk. AGk. The total Gibbs energy ofmixing for a two-phase system is given by:

^Qtwo-phase _ ^top-phase ^Qtop-phase _j_ ^bottom-phase ^^bottom-phase ry\

Nk represents the total moles oflattice inphase kand iscalculated using Equation (3).

Nk=Z?n?.ri (3)

where : nf - moles of component / inphase k

The volume fraction of component / in phasek is calculated by using Equation (4).

0f = ipr (4)

At phase equilibrium, the chemical potential of each component in the phase is equal and

similarlythe changes in chemical potential on mixing are equal,
a top-phase = .bottom-phase .,,

13



Flory [1] and Huggins [2] suggested lattice theory where a liquid mixture is modeled to be a

solid-like as quasi-crystalline lattice [27].

One of the theoretical treatments of protein partitioning in aqueous two phase systems is

based on the Flory-Huggins theory.[28] Flory-Huggins theory is a mathematical model of

the thermodynamics of polymer solutions which takes account of the great dissimilarity

in molecular sizes in adapting the usual expression for the entropy of mixing. The result

is an equation for the Gibbs free energy change AGm for mixing a polymer with a solvent.

Although it makes simplifying assumptions, it generates useful results for interpreting

experiments. The thermodynamic equation for the Gibbs free energy change

accompanying mixing at constant temperature and (external) pressure is

AGm = AHm - TASm (6)

The objective is to find explicit formulas for AHm and A5m, the enthalpy and entropy

increments associated with the mixing process.

Based on lattice theory, on a molar basis, for an aqueous system containing n types of

polymer, Flory-Huggins expressed the Gibbs energy of mixing as

AG* =Z< £;*,- (OifitVj +RT £;J ln0? (7)

where:

k - top phase or bottom phase

0f- volume fraction ofcomponent i in phase k

rt- degree ofpolymerization ofcomponent i

to - effective pair-wise interchange energy between component / andy"

R - gas constant

T- absolute temperature

14



Therefore, based on Equation (7), the chemical potential change on mixing for each

component in the phase is given by:

Atf = Nk(-nrjTtU) ZEWo <»j,i0j 0f + n If=10-*0 a>u0j (l - 0f)) +

NkRT (bi0f +1- nSJ=i™-) (8)

The LLE compositions are the 0-°p~p ase and 0^ ° om~p ase that give the minimum
AGtwo-phase Qr the maximum ^Qone-phase _ ^Qtwo-phase^ Qr equivalent chemical

potential changeson mixingbetween the phases (^op-phase = ^bottom-phase^

The m components is accounted simultaneously by using a vector of design variables

with the size of 1 x m. Mole fractions of the components in the bottom phase, /, is the

design variable and the total moles in the system is pre-specified as N. The relationship

between/ and N is defined by Equation (9) and (10).

at =z pitop-phase • pibottom-phase /q\

Ntop-phase = (1 _ /.). M (10)

where,

^top-phase _ totaj mo1£S jn f0p phaSe

Nbottom~Phase = total moles m bottom phase

The total moles in respective phases are defined as Ntop-phase and Nbottom-vhase. The

mole of component i in each phase is calculated using Equation (3) and using Equation

(4) to calculate the volume fraction ofcomponent /. The NLP is formulated [3] as:

(. top—phase_. bottom.—phases. *

-^ Atop-ihase ) (11)
'.. bottom—phase\^

M=^s= 1 < toh Vi = 1 n
Aut

15

/. top—phase. bottom—phases 2

(-* Aflt„P-U«se J ^toh Vi=l n (12)



Aptwo—phase <-• afone-phase (\'\\

^top-phase _ ^bottom-phase > ^ (14)

^bottom-phase _ ^top-phase > ^ (15)

0 < 0f < 0.3 Vi = 1, ...,n k —top —phase, bottom phase (16)

where :

/jf - change in the chemical potential onmixing forcomponent i in phase k

Wi - static weighing factor for the chemical potential difference between the phases for

component i.

As shown in Equation 11 above, the chemical potential difference terms are added into

the right hand side as "penalty term" to the original objective function on the left. This is

due to the Gibbs energy of mixing difference surface alone being too flat, hampering the

MATLAB written model in looking for the global minimum [3].

The most important factor for phase separation is the chemical nature of both polymers.

The partitioning behavior of a biomolecule depends on the composition of the two phases

in equilibrium. When the composition of the two phases in equilibrium changes, the

partition coefficient changes accordingly - for instance, usually the partitioning becomes

more one sided when the length of the tie-line increases [19].

In ATPES, the phase separation is due to small repulsive interactions between the two

types of monomers in the solution. The total interaction between the two polymers is

large (high energy) because each one is composed of several monomers [5]. Hence, for

an ATPES with the composition lying in the two phase possible region, the immiscible

polymers prefer to separate from each other, arriving to an energetically more favorable

lower energy state, thus achieving equilibrium.

The thennodynamics of polymeric solutions has been studied extensively. Among the

earlier pioneered modeling approaches, each has its very own list of advantages and

disadvantages. Edmond and Ogston [20] modeled nonidealities with a truncated osmotic
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virial expansion based on McMillan - Mayer theory [20]. Local composition models

UNIversal-QUAsi-Chemical (UNIQUAC), UNIFAC, NRTL and NRF have also been used

to describe the thermodynamics of polymer solutions. Kang and Sandler [22,23] and

Hartounian et al. [24] used the UNIQUAC solution model to deal with the phase behavior

of polymer-polymer aqueous two-phase systems. The UNIFAC model [25] was extended

to polymer solutions by Oishi and Prausnitz [26].

Besides that, a model representing a synergistic combination of the Flory-Huggins

description for the configurational entropy of mixing molecules of different sizes and the

NRTL or NRF theory for the local composition contribution from mixing solvents and

segments of polymers is developed by Zafarani-Moattar and Sadeghi [27]. This model

was applied for the correlation of the phase behavior of some aqueous two phase polymer

systems and the results show that the model can accurately predict the liquid-liquid

equilibrium behaviour.

Brooks [29] developed the first lattice model for solute partitioning applying the Flory

theory of polymer-solvent mixing to aqueous two-phase systems, treating the solute being

partitioned as a third polymer component [28]. The expression for the solute partition

coefficient was derived from the equality of the solute chemical potentials in the two

phases using only first order term in the polymer concentration differences between the

phases [29]. According to this expression, the solute partition behavior is governed by the

molecular volumes of the components of the system and the Flory interaction parameters

%describing the solute interactions with the solvent and each phase polymer. It shows

that the treatment used predicts that the protein partitioning should be more one-sided

with increasing protein molecular weight or increasing total polymer concentrations in

the system and the protein partitioning should increase to the phase rich in the polymer

with decreased molecular weight.
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2.3 Protein of Choice for ATPES Study

The types ofproteins to be used in this study would be selected based on the following

criteria:

i. Accessibility to the information on the protein properties/data.

ii. Suitability of the protein type.

iii. Availability of the protein in the market.

iv. Industrial significance ofthe particular protein.

Pedro et al. [30] reported the partitioning coefficients for a variety of proteins which were

measured in ATPES. The ATPES used in this experiment is as shown in Table 3 below.

Table 3: ATPES used in the experiment to examine the partition coefficients for a variety

of proteins [30]

System Water-PEG-Dex

Major components Water-PEG8000-Dex75

Temperature 23°C

Overall Composition (volume fraction) 86 vol% water, 6 vol% PEG, 8 vol% Dex

In ATPES described above the distribution coefficients for the proteins were correlated

according to the Collander linear equation, which is a solvent regression equation [30],

given in Equation 17.

ln/Q = dijlnKj + b(j (17)

where K, and K, are partition coefficients for any protein in the z'-th and /-th two-phase

systems. Coefficients ay and by are constants, the values of which depend upon the

particular compositions of the two-phase systems under comparison.
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Pedro et al. [30] concluded that it is still early at this stage to draw any general conclusion

in regard to the existence of a linear correlation between the logarithms of the partition

coefficients of different proteins in ATPES since there are very few studies of the same

proteins partitioned in ATPES formed by polymers of different chemical nature, and even

then the purity and other characteristics of the proteins preparations used by different

authors may differ significantly.

ATPES is highly suited to macromolecular polyelectrolytes such as proteins and enzymes

as they can be optimized for partition on the basis of charge, hydrophobicity, and

molecular weight. It has also been discovered by previous studies that proteins with

molecular weight of 20 - 100 kDa, would partition more effectively in ATPES [31].

Hence, the first two proteins to be chosen in carrying-out this study would be preferably

the ones with the molecularweightthat are within the above mentionedrange.

The identified target proteins to be used in this study would come from two particular

protein-type groups, namely the hemoglobin and enzymes.

The main reason for this selection is due to the availability of proven empirical

performance data on the protein partitioning in an ATPES in literature [30]. Also, as the

empirical nature of the ATPES in this paper matches to that of our model, it therefore

facilitates the verification our modeling outcome by comparing it to the experimental

results.

The first target protein selected is human hemoglobin. Some of the useful properties of

hemoglobin for this modeling approach are as shown below:

Table 4: Major PropertiesofHuman Hemoglobin [30]

Properties

Molecular Weight

Isoelectric

19
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68000 Da

6.8 pi



Hemoglobin is the iron-containing oxygen-transport metalloprotein in the red blood cells

of vertebrates. In mammals, the proteinmakesup about 97% of the red cell's dry content,

and around 35% of the total content. Hemoglobin is responsible for red blood cells' red

color. Its normal concentration in erythrocytes is 34%. Hemoglobin is the most important

respiratory protein of vertebrates by virtue of its ability to transport oxygen from the

lungs to body tissues, and to facilitate the return transport of carbon dioxide. Anomalous

globins in which various amino acids have been substituted with others, or in which

certain amino acids are missing entirely from the normal sequence, comprise 153

abnormal hemoglobin species. Some of these are responsible for diseases, the most

common ofwhich is sickle cell anemia.

Figure 3: A structure of human hemoglobin

The second target protein selected is one from the enzyme class, i.e. chicken egg

lysozyme. Some of the useful properties of lysozyme for this modeling approach are as

shown below:

Table 5: MajorProperties of Lysozyme from Chicken Egg White [30]
Properties

Molecular Weight

Isoelectric
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Values

14307 Da

11.35 pi



In viruses (or bacteriophages), lysozyme is used as an agent to break into the host

bacterial cell. Lysozyme from the tail of the virus (or bacteriophage) destroys the

peptidoglycan bacterial cell wall and then virus can injects its DNA. After multiplication

in bacteria, many lysozyme molecules are created to lyse the bacterial cell wall and
release new viruses.

Figure 4: A structure of lysozyme from chicken egg white

Table 6 listed the partition coefficients for the target proteins examined in the present
work in ATPES by Pedro et al [30].

Table 6 : Partition coefficients of theproteins in the aqueous two-phase systems Dextran

75-PEG 8000 [30]

Protein Partition coefficient, K

Human hemoglobin 0.131

Lysozyme 2.36

From the value ofpartition coefficients, it shows that human hemoglobin ispartitioned

intoDextran 75 and lysozyme fromchicken eggwhite is partitioned into PEG 8000.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Modeling Using MATLAB

MATLAB is used as a modeling simulation language to calculate the prediction of the

LLE behavior in an ATPES system. MATLAB is a numerical computing environment

and programming language. Steps to be takenfor this projectare givenin Figure6:

Find and analyze suitable journal / source that can be used as reference

Find correlation / values for the Flory-Huggins interaction parameters

Set up the data file for the specific system which to be investigated

• Compile the FH interactionparameters between the components

• Compile the degree ofpolymerization ofthe components

• Compile the specific volume ofthe components

I
Determine the initial scaling factor for the Gibbs minimization approach by

Ahmad [3]

Run the MATLAB programming that implemented Ahmad's approach [3]

Analyze result obtained

Result obtained are analyzed and compared with journals/ sources

Figure5: Steps in extending the approach by Ahmad[3] on predicting the LLEbehavior

based on an aqueous polymer system.
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NO

Start

Step 1: Estimate the values for the scaling factors
for each component.

Step 2: Estimate the values for the interaction
parameters betweenthe components.

Step 3: Calculate the LLE compositions using the
nnnimization ofGibbs energy ofmixing approach.

Step 4: Calculate the partition coefficient for the
target protein.

Tie-line calculated matches

the empirical tie-line
within a specified error of

tolerance?

YES

Consistency and robustness
in LLE composition of the

minimization ofGibbs

energy of mixing
approach?

YES

END

NO

Figure 6: Manual partial enumeration strategy in determining the model parameters used
in the ATPES modeling.
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Figure 5 shows the steps in extending the approach of Ahmad [3] on predicting the LLE

behaviour based on aqueous two phase polymer system. The first step is to find and

analyze suitable journals or sources that can be used as reference. The corfelation or

value for the Flory-Huggins (FH) interaction parameters is determined. Then, the data file

for the system is set up. The FH interaction parameters between the components, the

degree of polymerization of the components and the specific volume of the components

is declared. Next, the main script file for the system is set up where the system name,

type, number of component, type of component and temperature is specified. The initial

points for the solver and composition of the mixture are also specified.

Figure 6 shows the manual partial enumeration strategy in determining the model

parameters used in the ATPES modeling. It explains the calculation steps that are used in

extending the approach by Ahmad [3]. First, the scaling factors values are estimated for

each component in the particular ATPES system in study. This is used as a starting point

to determine the correct scaling factor and interaction parameters for each component for

an ATPES system. Next, the interaction parameters values between the components are

estimated. By using the value that been estimated, the LLE compositions and the partition

coefficient for the target polymer system are calculated. The tie-line produced by

modeling approach is compared with the empirical tie-line whether or not it is within a

specified error tolerance.

Hence, the applicability of minimization of Gibbs energy of mixing approach in

calculation of the LLE behavior of the ATPES and protein partitioning behavior by

Ahmad [3] is tested using the empirical data from Pedro et al [30]. The model parameters

used for the four components in the aqueous polymer mixture of PEG8000 (Mw ~ 8000)

+ Dextran 75 (Mw ~ 75000) + water + protein (at 23°C), including the scaling factor for

the objective function of the model are to be predetermined via a manual partial

enumeration strategy as shown in Figure 6.

Being one of the main model parameters, the FH interaction parameter between

components i andy, <otf (see Equation 7) plays an important role in modeling the overall
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performance of the protein partitioning behaviour. With the values for the interaction

parameter of proteins with each of the respective polymer component acting as the

manipulated variables, the following variables are set to be constant:

i. Degree ofpolymerization ofprotein

ii. Specific volume of protein

iii. Temperature of system

v. Molecular weight ofprotein

vi. Initial guess of overall composition for ATPES system ofPEG8000 + Dextran

75 + water + protein

vii. Interaction parameter of water-protein

•optimizer-

One-nhase mixture composition{phi)

AG fc _=2_i2_lmv0*0>+RT
* j-&i

•hot torn •bottomfoot torn _^ A/"'

I _ fttottorn __» &GtQP

ln0f

mm(AGCw°-p/iase - AGone-vhase)
,̂ top-phase _ Afiltop—phase A^bottom-phase\ 2

Figure 7: Algorithm ofthe MATLAB solver [3].
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Figure 7 shows how the MATLAB coding is written in order to solve for the minimum

AG. By providing the initial value of f, which is the mole fraction of each component in

bottom phase compared to top phase, the solver will solve by running iteratively until the

value of f is optimized.

3.2 Initial Guess for Modeling Parameters' Values

3.2.1 Human Hemoglobin

In varying the manipulated variable of interaction parameters of human hemoglobin

with each of the respective polymer components, initial guesses would be important

in determiningthe later suitablevalues to arrive at the desired outcome of the protein

partitioning. The first set of the initial guess values directly interpolated from two

readily available reference proteins, i.e. ovalbumin and phosphofructokinase as

shown in Table 3 [37] is utilized before we embark on the manual partial enumeration

strategy. Calculation is shown in Appendix B.

Table 7 : Initial guess FH parameters of humanhemoglobin used for the modeling
and simulation for aqueous polymer mixture system containing PEG 8000 + Dextran

75 + Water + Human Hemoglobin [30], interpolated using the data for Ovalbumin
and Phosphofructokinase [32].

Protein Ovalbumin
Human

hemoglobin
Phosphofructokinase

MW(Da) 43000 68000 85000

r.prot 100 2720 4500

omega.water_prot 0 0 0

omega.PEG_prot 0 89.3 150

omega.l)x_prot 100 40.5 0

omega.protprot 0 0 0
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3.2.2 Lysozyme from chicken egg white

Table 8 : Initial guess FH parameters ofhuman hemoglobin used for the modeling

and simulation for aqueous polymer mixture system containing PEG 8000 + Dextran

75 + Water + lysozyme from chicken egg white [30], interpolated using the data for

ovalbumin and phosphofructokinase [32].

Protein L\sozvme Ovalbumin Phosphofructokinase

MW(Da) 14307 43000 85000

r.pret 10 100 4500

omega-waterjprot 0 0 0

omega.PEG_prot 0 0 150

omega*Dx_prot 150 100 0

omega.prot_prot 0 0 0

Once the results are obtained, scaling factors of the original objective function is to be

fine-tuned to make sure the tie-lines produced are parallel and constant with each other

and comparable with the experimental results [30]. The consistency of the tie lines

indicates the robustness of our model in modeling ATPES within the desired composition

range.
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Chapter 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Human Hemoglobin

Analysis is carried out on the partitioning of human hemoglobin in an ATPES consisting

of Water - PEG 8000 - Dextran 75 - human hemoglobin. According to the manual

partial enumeration strategy (See Figure 6) proposed earlier, the initial steps involve the

scaling factor and Flory-Huggins (FH) interaction parameters detennination for the

respective components.

4.1.1 Initial Guess of Interaction Parameters

The initial guesses are calculated based on the approach proposed in section 3.1, on the

simulation parameters used in the modeling for ATPES of Water - PEG 8000 - Dextran

75 - human hemoglobin are as shown in Table 8.

Table 8: The initial guesses for the components' scaling factors and fixed FH parameters
used for the modeling for aqueous polymer mixture system containing human

hemoglobin. Subscripts: 1 = water, 2 - PEG 8000, 3 = Dextran 75, p = human

hemoglobin

System Water-PEG8000-Dx75

Temperature 23°C

Overall composition (volume fraction) 86 vol% water, 5 vol% PEG, 8 vol% Dx, 1

vol% human hemoglobin

Scaling factors Water. 1,PEG8000: le-l,Dx75: le-2,

Human Hemoglobin: le-1

Degree ofpolymerization r} = 1, r2= 100, r3 = 4500,

' human hemoglobin 2*1ZXi

Constant Flory Huggins interaction

parameters (J/mol)

wj2 ~ 100, W13 —0, a>23 —345, colp = 0
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Phase Diagram

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16

Dx vol/vol

Figure 8: Phase diagrams of PEG 8000 - Dextran 75 at 23°C [30].

Figure 8 shows the phase diagrams of ATPES of interest consisting of Dextran 75 - PEG

8000 at 23°C [30] in volume fraction. Weight fraction is converted into volume fraction

as in Appendix C.

Prediction of the constant FH interaction parameter values between water and PEG {wii)

and PEG and Dx (a>23) are made by manipulating both values until the red line almost

intercept one ofthe tie-lines. By trial and error, the values of CO12, <z>23 and cojp are found.

(012 = -1200

o)23 = 2450

o)lp = 19000
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4.1.2 Minimization of Gibbs Energy - Model's Objective Function

TheLLEcomposition is calculated using theminimization of Gibbs Energy approach. LLE is

achieved when the system reaches equilibrium and forms the two-phase system, and the

target protein partitions to either the top or bottom phase. At the same time, the value of the

system's Gibbs energy of difference level between one-phase and two-phase is also at the

lowest.

Hence, it is therefore relevant for us to look into the outcome of our simulation in terms of its

Gibbs energy of mixing minimization. In the results from obtained the runs carried out, the

minimization of Gibbs energy difference between one-phase and two-phase was met

throughout all the attempts. Nonetheless, the respective trend of the Gibbs energy of

difference between one-phase and two-phase among the simulation attempts have some

inconsistencies.

-60

-80

-100

<D

% -120
Q

1 -140

o
-160

9 -180 -

-200
0.05

Gibbs energy difference between one-phase and two-phase

0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09

PEG6000 vol/vol

0.1 0.11 0.12

Figure 9: Gibbs Energy Difference Between one-phase and two-phase for an ATPES of

Water + PEG 8000 + Dextran75 + HumanHemoglobinat 23°Cproducedbefore

adjustment of scaling factors.
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Figure 9 shows the plot of the minimization of Gibbs energy difference between one phase

and two-phase. However, the LLE minimization trend achieved has missing points and is not

successfully converged. This plot is not consistent and therefore, the scaling factors need to

be changed until the plot has 25 points all converged.

4.1.3 Protein Partitioning Behavior

Being at the bottom of the two-phase system, Dextran is of denser and more polar than

the PEG phase which is at the top phase [3]. Human hemoglobin is reported to partitioned

into bottom phase in an ATPES system which consists of PEG 8000 + Dextran 75 +

Water at 23°C, achieving a partition coefficient, K ofaround 0.131 [30].

Figure 10 shows the partition coefficients in 4-component ATPES system of water, PEG

8000, Dextran 75 and human hemoglobin. PEG partitions to the top, and Dextran

separates almost entirely to the bottom phase. Water partitioned between the phases.

However, from the graph generated, hemoglobin is partitioned into PEG phase and this

contradicted with experimental result, where hemoglobin is supposed to partition into

Dextran phase. Therefore, adjustment of scaling factors values is needed.
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Partition coefficient of all components in 4-component system
(water-PEGS000-Dx75-hemoglobin)
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-0x75
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0.12 0.14 0.16

Figure 10: Partition coefficients in 4-component ATPES system of water + PEG8000 +

Dx75 + human hemoglobin before adjustment of scaling factors.
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4.1.4 Phase Diagram (Binodal Curve) Formation Patterns

The following stage involves matching the tie-lines from the simulation to those reported in

[30]. In the event that inconsistencies do occur between the simulated results with the

reported empirical results in and in order for the simulation results to be acceptable or

relevant, the requirement is such that the differences (when comparing the modelingoutcome

to empirical results) are to be within a specified error of tolerance.

Phase Diagram

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2
Dx75 vol/vol

Figure 11: Phase Diagram for an ATPES of Water + PEG8000 + Dextran 15 + Human

Hemoglobin at 23 °C before adjustment of scaling factors.

However, from Figure 11, we can see that the simulated tie lines are not consistent.

Failing to comply with the required minimum range of error tolerance will result in the

rejection of the modeling outcome, and re-diversion of the decision making process flow

back to Step 2 ofthe Manual Partial Enumeration Strategy.
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4.1.5 Adjustment of Scaling Factors

To make the result more consistent, scaling factors of the components are changed

accordingly depending on the size of the molecules. The scaling factors values act as

penalty terms to counter the non-uniform sensitivity of the difference in overall Gibbs

energy of mixing to each component. The simplest way of dealing with this scaling

problem was to select scaling factors that reduce or increase the order of magnitude of

each term so that they have similar orders ofmagnitude [3].

The scaling factors values are found from trial and error, until the results and plots are

consistent. Table 9 shows the values of scaling factors ofeach component.

Table 9 : The scalingfactors of each component calculatedfor LLE calculations using

the Gibbs energy ofmixing minimization approach for the water + PEG 8000 +

Dextran 75 + Human Hemoglobin system.

Components ATPES + Human

Hemoglobin

Water 1

PEG-8000 le-1

Dx75 le-7

Human hemoglobin le-8

Figure 12 shows Gibbs energy difference between one-phase and two-phase for an

ATPES of Water + PEG 8000 + Dextran 75 + Human Hemoglobin at 23°C after scaling

factors are changed. The Gibbs energy of mixing difference also changes monotonlcally

and smoothly as overall PEGconcentration increases. Thepresence of targetprotein does

not significantly change the Gibbs energy of mixing difference [3].
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Figure 12 : Gibbs energy difference between one-phase and two-phase for an ATPES of

Water+ PEG8000+ Dextran 75 + Human Hemoglobinat 23°C after adjustmentof

scaling factors.

Partition coefficient ofail components in 4-component system
(water-PEG8D0O-Dx75-hemoglobin)
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Figure 13 : Partition coefficient of all components in 4-componentATPES of Water +

PEG8000 + Dx75+ HumanHemoglobin at 23"C after adjustment of scaling factors.
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Figure 13 shows the partition coefficient calculated for each component. Water partitions

equally between the phases, PEG8000 partitions to the top phase and Dextran 75

occupies the bottom phase. In the model, human hemoglobin partitions into the bottom

phase, due to the unfavorable interaction with PEG8000. By changing scaling factors

accordingly, the plot is more consistent and all 25 points are plotted.

Figure 14 shows the phase diagram of the ATPES system after changing the values of

scaling factors. It shows the tie lines and LLE compositions calculated for the mixtures

that are indicated with the red points. We see that in a confmed range, the tie lines are

roughly parallel and the length increases with increasing overall PEG composition in the

system. As predicted by the theory and observed by experiment, the LLE behavior is not

significantly changed by the presence of a small amount of targetproteins [3].
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Phase Diagram
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Figure 14: Phase Diagram for an ATPES of Water + PEG8000 + Dextran 75 + Human

Hemoglobin at 23 "Cafter adjustment of scaling factors.
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4.2 Lysozyme from chicken egg white

Analysis is carried out on the partitioning of human hemoglobin in an ATPES consisting

of Water-PEG8000-Dx75-lysozyme. Initial guesses for the components' scaling factors

and FH parameters are made. Since lysozyme from chicken egg white has a relatively

small molecular weight as compared to other components, the degree of polymerization

of lysozyme from chicken egg white is assumed to be small as well.

4.2.1 Initial Guess for Interaction Parameters

Table 10: The initial guesses for the components' scaling factors and fixed FH

parameters used for the modeling for aqueous polymer mixture system containing

lysozyme from chicken egg white. Subscripts: 1 = water, 2 = PEG8000, 3 = Dx75, p =

lysozyme from chicken egg white

Svstem Water-PEG8000-Dx75

Temperature 23°C

Overall composition (volume fraction) 86 vol% water, 5 vol% PEG, 8 vol% Dx, 1

vol% lysozyme from chicken egg white

Scaling factors Water: 1,PEG8000: le-l,Dx75: le-7,

Lysozyme from chicken egg white: le-6

Degree of polymerization r} = 1, r2 = 100, r3 = 4500,

Ffysozyme ~~ t\J\)

Constant Flory Huggins interaction

parameters (J/mol)

con = -1200, g)13 = 0, <x>23 = 2450, wlp= 100

Figure 15 shows the phase diagram of ATPES of interest consisting ofDextran75 - PEG-

8000 —lysozyme from chicken egg white at 23°C [30] in volume fraction. The red line

has similar slope as compared to the blue line, therefore the initial guess of interaction

parameters of the components are acceptable. From the model, the partition coefficient
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for lysozyme from chicken egg white is 3.255076 (In Kp = 1.180216). Experimentally,

the partition coefficient is 2.36 [30].

Phase Diagram
0.12 r

0 0.02 Q.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16

Dx vol/vol

Figure 15 : Phase diagram ofATPES of interest consisting of water + PEG 8000 +

Dextran 75 + lysozyme from chicken egg white at 23°C [30]

4.2.2 Minimization of Gibbs Energy - Model's Objective Function

Figure 16 shows the plot of the minimization of Gibbs energy difference between one phase

and two-phase. Although there are some missing plots, it still clear that the Gibbs energy of

mixing difference changes monotonically and smoothly as overall PEG concentration

increases. The presence of target protein does not significantly change the Gibbs energy

of mixing difference [3].
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Figure 16: Gibbs Energy Difference Between one-phase and two-phase for an ATPES

of Water + PEG8000 + Dextran 75 + lysozyme from chicken egg white (at 23°C)
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Figure 17: Partition coefficients in 4-component ATPES system of water + PEG8000 +

Dextran 75 + lysozyme from chicken egg white at 23°C.
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4.2.3 Protein Partitioning Behavior

Figure 17 shows the partition coefficients in 4-component ATPES system of water,

PEG8000, Dextran 75 and lysozyme from chicken egg white. PEG8000 partitions to the

top, and Dextran 75 separates entirely to the bottom phase. Water partitioned between the

phases. From the model, lysozyme from chicken egg white partitioned into PEG phase

and this correspond with experimental result [30].

However, the plots of Dx75 and lysozyme from chicken egg white are not smooth. This

might be the reason because lysozyme from chicken egg white has small molecular

weight as compared to other molecules. Besides that, it is also due to the unfavorable

interaction with Dextran-75 as well as the small degree of polymerization of lysozyme

from chicken egg white relative to the other components [3]. Lysozyme from chicken egg

white partitions into the top phase because the self-energy in the top phase ofthis ATPES

is much higher than and therefore overcoming the repulsive interaction between PEG and

lysozyme from chicken egg white [3].

4.2.4 Phase Diagram (Binodal Curve) Formation Patterns

From Figure 18, we can see that the simulated tie lines are not consistent, and there are

some missing tie lines. However, the plot is still consistent with almost similar slope. The

missing tie lines might be because of the lysozyme from chicken egg white is a relatively

small protein and has small molecular weight compared to other molecules and therefore,

some points cannot converge and form tie lines.
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Figure 18: Phase Diagram for an ATPES of water+ PEG8000 + Dextran75 + lysozyme

from chicken egg white at 23 °C
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4.3 Error Deviations in Results

An acceptable degree deviation of the simulation's outcome as compared to the

experimentally reported results [30] would reflect the reliabihty of this modeling

approach in substitution of laboratory studies. This is measured via the following

proposed formula:

Error of composition at the top phase

error — I(xt0PiPEG —Xtop,PEG,ut) ~*~ \xtop,Dx xtop,Dx ut)

where:

xtop,PEG = composition of PEG8000 at the top phase frommodel,

xtop,PEG,ut = composition of PEG8000 at thetop phaseobtained experimentally,

xtop,Dx = compositionof Dx 75 at the top phasefrom model, and

xtop,Dx,ut ~ composition of Dx 75 at thetop phase obtained experimentally.

Error of composition at the bottom phase

error ~ A\xbottom,PEG xbottom,PEG,lit) "•" \xbottom,Dx xbottom,Dx lit)

where:

xbottom,PEG = composition of PEG 8000 at the bottom phase from model,

xbottom,PEG,ut ~ compositionof PEG 8000at the bottom phase obtained experimentally,

xbottom,Dx = compositionof Dx 75 at the bottomphase from model, and

xbottom,Dx,ut ~ compositionof Dx 75 at the bottomphase obtainedexperimentally.
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4.3.1 Human Hemoglobin

0.25

0.05 o.i

Dx vol/vot
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empirical

simulated

0.25

Figure 19 : Comparison ofphase diagram of water + PEG 8000 + Dx75 + human

hemoglobin between empirical tie lines [30] and tie line simulated by modeling approach

by Ahmad [3] on common plotting plane.

Error of composition at the top phase

error —• ^\Xtop,PEG Xtop,PEG,lit) + yj^topfix ~~ xtop,Dx litJ

error = V(0.1553 - 0.1203)2 + (3.871 x 10"6- 0.001976)2

error = 0.035 = 3.5%
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Error of composition at the bottom phase

error — J\XbottorriipEG xbottom,PEG,Ut) + (xbottom,Dx xbottom,Dx lit)

error = J(0.009312 - 0.004820)2 + (0.1451- 0.1555)2

error = 0.0113 = 1.13%

4.3.2 Lysozyme from Chicken Egg White
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Figure 20 : Comparison ofphase diagram of water + PEG 8000 + Dx75 + lysozyme

from chicken egg white between empirical tie lines [30] and tie line simulated by

modeling approach by Ahmad [3] on common plotting plane.
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Error of composition at the top phase

errors V(0.1589 - 0.1109)2 + (5.331 x 10"9 - 0.001986):

error = 0.048 = 4.8%

Error of composition at the bottom phase

error = V(0.009163 - 0.004818)2 + (0.1493 - 0.1535)2

error = 6.04 x 10"3 = 0.604%

Results obtained thus far have set the groundwork for further study of protein partitioning

behavior in ATPES for other types of system and proteins. Besides that, the modeling

parameters' ime-1uning efforts in making sure the parallelism of our modeling outcome

to those reported from a basis of empirical nature has also been meticulously established.

In addition, the applicability of this modeling approach that is based on Gibbs energy of

minimization to determine the behavior of the protein partitioning which are human

hemoglobin and lysozyme from chicken egg white, in addition to calculating equilibrium

behavior of an aqueous two-phase system, ie. water —PEG 8000 - Dextran 75 has been

verified.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

ATPES comprises of a liquid-liquid extraction technique that takes advantage of phase

separation phenomenon in order to recover protein. In this water-rich system, proteins

will selectively partitions into one of the phases. ATPES allows continuous steady-state

operation with high capacity, easy engineering scale-up, and also offers high yield for

protein recovery. Despite the fact that ATPES has the potential to fulfill the demand by

industry as an efficient, large-scale; primary downstream process to extract protein, there

are still a limited number of applications at industrial scale. This is due to the economic

concerns regarding the amount of polymer required to extract a small amount of protein

as some ofthe polymers are quite expensive.

Due to the advantages of Flory-Huggins theory in capturing the protein partitioning

behaviour, this project is carried out to focus on extending the application [3] of a

polymer thermodynamic model since there are limited designs methods available.

MATLAB is used as a modeling simulation language to calculate the prediction of the

LLE behaviour in an ATPES system.

In this project, using the modeling approach by Ahmad [3], the LLE equilibrium

behaviour of ATPES, namely a polymer-polymer system of water-PEG 8000-Dextran 75

are successfully predicted. The human hemoglobin and lysozyme from chicken egg white

partitioning behavior in ATPES mentioned are also successfully predicted. Table 11

shows the summary of degree of polymerization and Flory Huggins interaction

parameters used for human hemoglobin and lysozyme from chicken egg white for this

model. Table 12 shows summary of scaling factors of each component in ATPES. The

results obtained from this model tally with the results found experimentally. Therefore,

we can conclude that this model can be used to predict protein partitioning behavior in

ATPES.
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Table 11: Summary of degree ofpolymerization and Flory Huggins interaction

parameters used for human hemoglobin and lysozyme from chicken egg white partitioned

in water - PEG 8000 - Dx 75 system at 23°C.

Parameter ATPES + Human Hemoglobin ATPES + Lvsozvme from

chicken egg white

Degree of

polymerization

ry = 1,r2= 100, r3 = 4500,

r. . ... -2720
human hemoglobin

n = 1, r2= 100, r3 = 4500,

Ffysozyme 1UU

Constant Flory

Huggins interaction

parameters (J/mol)

o12 = -1200so»13 = 0,

o>23=2450,colp=0,

ax, =19000,o)^ -40.5
2p 3p

co72 = -1200, a)13 = 0,

m23 =2450,0)lp = 0,

g>, -100,0, =20

Table 12: Summary ofscaling factors ofcomponents in water - PEG 8000 - Dx75

system at 23°C.

Components ATPES + Human ATPES + Lvsozvme from

Hemoglobin chicken egg white

Water 1 1

PEG-8000 le-1 le-1

Dx75 \q-7 le-6

Target protein le-8 le-2

For future work, the study can maybe be expanded to other polymeric biomolecules such

as nucleic acids and polysaccharides. Besides that, model can also be improved by also

including program that can predict the time taken for the ATPES from mixture to

partition into two phases.
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Appendix B : Calculation of initial guess FH parameters of human hemoglobinused

for the modeling and simulation for aqueous polymer mixture system containing

PEG-8000 + Dextran75 + Water + Human Hemoglobin [30], interpolated using the

data for Ovalbumin and Phosphofructokinase [32].

Table Al : Interpolation of initial guess FH parameters of human hemoglobin

Protein Ovalbumin Human hemoglobin Phosphofructokinase

MW(Da) 43000 68000 85000

r.prot 100 x 4500

omega. PEG prot 0 y 150

omega.Dx prot 100 z 0

Calculation of degree of polymerization ofhuman hemoglobin

Let x be the degree ofpolymerization, r.prot ofhuman hemoglobin;

x - 100 68000 - 43000

4500 - 100 85000 - 43000

x = 2720

..Degree of polymerization, r.prot ofhuman hemoglobin - 2720



Appendix C : Example of calculation of volume fractionfrom the informationof weight

fraction

Table A2 : Overall composition ofATPES in weight fraction

Svstem

Overall composition (weight fraction)

Density ofthe mixture, p is given by:

Therefore,

Water - PEG8000-Dx75

.82% (w/w) water, 6% (w/w) PEG,

12% (w/w) Dx

p =

where v is specific volumetcn^/g)and w isthe weight fraction ofthe component.

Given;

Specific volume ofwater: 1cm3/g

Specific volume of PEG: 0.832 cm3/g

Specific volume of Dx: 0.626 cm /g

H (1 X 0.82) + (0.832 X 0.06) + (0.626 x 0.12)

p = 1.060 g/cm3

Volume fraction, $ of component i is calculated by:

0- = pViWi

Example :

4>water = 1-060 x 1 x 0,82 = 0.864 vol% water



Appendix D: Example ofdata file

% Data file for WaterPEG8000DxT75hemoglobin
% reference: Pedro et al.

% FH interaction parameter between water-water

omega. water_water = 0,'

% FH interaction parameter between water-PEG

omega.water_PEG = -1200;

% FH interaction parameter between water-Dx

omega.water_Dx = 0;

% FH interaction parameter between PEG-PEG

omega.PEG_PEG = 0;

% FH interaction parameter between PEG-Dx

omega.PEG_Dx = 2450;

% FH interaction parameter between Dx-Dx

omega.Dx_Dx =0;

% specifying the FH interaction parameter between water and protein
omega.waterjprot = 0;

% specifying the FH interaction parameter between PEG and protein
omega.PEG_prot = 0;

% specifying the FH interaction parameter between Dx and protein
omega. Dx_prot = 19000;

% specifying the FH interaction parameter between protein and protein
omega.prot_prot = 0;

% specifying number of component

no_comp = 4;

% specifying the component

comp.cl = 'water';

comp.c2 = 'PEG';

comp. c3 = 'Dx';

comp.c4 = 'hemoglobin';

% degree of polymerisation

r.water = 1;



r.PEG = 100;

r.Dx = 4500;

r.hemoglobin = 2720;

% specific volume [cm3/g]

% Kang and Sandler 1987

v.water = 1;

v.PEG = 0.8 32;

v.Dx = 0.62.6 ;

v.hemoglobin = 0.73;

% source:

% /results_LLEgrid__3comp_type2_tocompare_mylog.mat

w_lit.mix = [ 1-0.0606-0.1241 0.0606 0.1241
1-0.0522-0.1075 0.0522 0.1075

1-0.0434=0.0899 0.04 34 0.0899

1-0.0408-0.0842 0.0408 0.0842

1-0.0382-0.0785 0.0382 0.0785

1-0.0357-0.0729 0.0357 0.0729];

w_lit.top = [1-0.1302-0.0031 0.1302 0.0031
1-0.1121-0.0048 0.1121 0.0048

1-0.0912-0.0121 0.0912 0.0121

1-0.0805-0.0164 0.0805 0.0164

1-0.0728-0.0215 0.0728 0.0215];

w_lit.bot = [1-0.0053-0.2244 0.0053 0.2244

1-0.0057-0.1923 0.0057 0.1923

1-0.0111-0.1521 0.0111 0.1521

1-0.0132-0.1367 0.0132 0.1367

1-0.02-0.1166 0.0200 0.1166];

[m,n] = size(w_lit.mix);

para.v = [v.water v.PEG v.Dxj;

% loop to convert each row of w into phi

for i = l:m

% mixture composition

phi_lit iHiix {1, :) = Galc_w2phi (w_littmix (i/ :) ,para) ;

end

[m,n] = size(w lit.top);



for i = l:m

% top composition

phi_lit-top{i,:) = Calc_w2phi(w_lit.top(i,:)>para;

% bottom composition

phi_lit.bot(i, :) = Calc_w2phi(w_lit.bot(i, :),para;

end

% assigning the system type

type = 1;

% plotting the results

h = plot_LLE(l,phi_lit, 'bx-',type,comp, 1,1);

% saving the data in a mat file

save WaterPEG8000Dx75hemoglobin;



Appendix D: Example ofmain script run file

% script file to run file to_split

% in order to calculate split compositions

% for a system containing

% water, poiymerl, polymer2 and target protein

3- ?- ?- 9- 9- 9- S- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- S- 9- 9- S- 9- 9-'
'o o -o Xi ~b t> Tj ~o 'o 'o 'o ~o

% clearing memory and closing all figures

clear all;

close all;

t=127;

% setting the save data file (as mat file)

SaveFile = sprintf{'results_LLE_4comp_varyPEG_polym_tgt_thesis_%d',t);

% checking if data file exist

existflag = check file(SaveFile);

% declaring global variables

global R;

global TolF;

global TolX;

global Toldmu;

global Maxlter;

% specifying the universal gas constant

R = 8.314;

% specifying the tolerance for function evaluation in solver

TolF = le-8;

% specifying the tolerance for variable evaluation in solver

TolX = le-6;

% specifying the tolerance for chemical potential difference

Toldmu = [1111];

% specifying the maximum iteration for SolvOpt

Maxlter = 10000000;



o o o o o o o o o o o o'o o "o •© o o u t> u o S % % T5 ^5^> o 'o "o "5 "5 "5'o ^5 o "5 6 "5 "6 "5 -6-&"3 •& "5 "5 "6 "5 % "3 "3 -3 "5 -S'6 T5 "5 % % % 1j-5

% specifying the number of components
no_comp = 4;

% specifying the name of components

comp_name.cl = 'water';

comp_name.c2 = 'PEGSOOO';

comp__name.c3 = 'Dx75';

comp_name.c4 = 'hemoglobin' ;

% specifying the ATPS and proteins

atps_sys = sprintf('%s%s%s',comp_name.cl,comp_name.c2, comp_name.c3);
tgt_protein = comp_name.c4;

type = 1;

% specifying the system temperature

T = 273.15 + 23;

% loading the parameters for ATP-protein-contaminant system
parameter = GetParameters_4comp(atps^sys,type,tgt_protein,T);
parameter.omega(2,4) = 150;

% specifying initial total amount of the mixture (one-phase system)
NO = 1;

% specifying the composition for the mixture (one-phase system)
vol.PEG = linspace(0.04 8,0.14,25);

vol.Dx = 0.08;

vol.hemoglobin = 0.0001;

% generating the composition matrix

for i = 1:length(vol.PEG)

phi(i,:) = [ (1-vol.PEG(i)-vol.Dx-vol.hemoglobin) ...

vol.PEG(i) vol.Dx vol.hemoglobin];
end
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% specifying the initial points for solver

sO = [ 0.5 0.1 0.9 0.9 ];

% solving the fractions of mole in the bottom phase at equilibrium
for i = 1:length(vol.PEG)

[f_split,phi_split/mole_split,Ntot_split,dG_split,dU_split, ...
K__split, options] =

Calc_split_solvopt(phi (i, :),NO,parameter,sO,type);



f_store(i,:) = f_split;

phi_spiit_jstore.top(i, :') = phi_split. top;
phi_split_store.bot(i,:) = phi_split.bot;
dG_split_store(i) = dG_split;
K_split_store(i,:) = K_split;

% assigning flag for convergence

if ( options(9) > 0 }

convflag(i) = 1;

else

convflag(i) =0;

end

end

% extracting the results

exit = 1;

for i = 1:length(vol.PEG)

if ( convflag(i) )

phi_one_plot(cnt,:) = phi{i,:);

phi_split_plot.top{cnt,:) = phi_split_store.top(i, :);
phi_split_plot.bot(cnt,:) = phi_split_store.bot(i,:);
K_plot(cnt, :) = K_split_store(i, :);

dG_plot(cnt) = dG_split_store(i) ;
flag_plot(cnt) = convflag(i);

cnt = cnt+1;

end

end
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% plotting partition coefficient

g (1} = figure(1);

%subplot(3,1,3),

hold on;

h(l) = plot (phi_one_plot (:,2) ,log(K_plot (:, 1) ),'k>-') ;
h(2) = plot(phi_one__plot (:,2) ,log(K_plot(:, 2) ),'*-', 'Color', [1 0 0] );
for i = 1:length(K^plot)

text (phi_one_plot (i,2) ,log(K__plot (i, 4) ),sprintf('%d' ,.flag_plot (i) .) );
end

h(3) - plot(phi_one_plot(:,2),log{K_plot(:,3)), 'o-\ 'Color', [0 1 0]) ;
h(4) = plot(phi_one_plot(:,2),log(K_plot(:, 4)) ,'+-','Color',[0 0 1]);
grid on;

ylabelf'In K');

xlabel('PEG vol/vol');

title(sprintf('Partition coefficient of all components in Id-component
system\n(%s-%s-%s-

%s) ',no_comp,comp_name.cl,comp^name.c2, comp_name.c3,comp name.c4)};



eval(sprintf('legend(h,''%s'', ''%s '', ''%s'', ''%s'', *'Location'', *'Best'

')',comp_name .cl,comp_jiame. c2,comp_name. c3,comp__name .c4 ));

% plotting the Gibbs energy difference

g(2) = figure(2);

%subplot(3,1,1),

plot (phi_one_plot (: ,2),dG__plot, 'bx-') ;

%for i = 1:length (dG__plot)

% text{phi_one_plot(i,2),dG_plot(i) ,sprintf('%d', flag__plot(i)));

%end

grid on;

ylabel('I \Delta G_{two-phase - \Delta G_{one-phase} |');
xlabelf'PEGSOOO vol/vol');

title('Gibbs energy difference between one-phase and two-phase');

% plotting phase diagram

g(3) = figure(3);

%subplot(3,1,2),

hold on;

grid on;

plot (phi_one_plot {:, 3),phi_one__plot (:, 2) ,'ro '};

%for i = 1:length (flag_plot)

text (phi_one_plot (i, 3) ,phi__one_plot (i, 2) ,sprintf ('%d' ,flag_plot (i) ));

%end

plot__LLE (3,phi_split_plot, 'bx-', 1, comp_name, 1) ;
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% saving the results

save(SaveFile);

saveas (g(3),sprintf ('LLE_4comp_varyPEG_polym__prot_thesis_%d' ,t),

•fig');

saveas (g(l) , sprintf ( ' lnK_4comp_varyPEG_polym_prot__th.esis_%d', t) ,

'fig');
saveas(g{2),'dG_4comp_varyPEG__polym_prot_thesis_%d', 'fig');


